**PERSPECTIVES**

**Boosting Your Brain, Part 2: The Hard Way**

In my previous Perspectives, I enumerated several ways to exercise your brain and boost its capacity without expending too many calories or too much effort. You may recall that the results of such methods were controversial and minimally helpful at best. Before starting this vignette, I need to confess that I used to hate physical exercise. I remember failing the physical education courses in high school several times and spending long vacations in the library writing reports on the history of the Olympic Games to make up for my bad grades. When I turned 50 years of age, I made an appointment to see a doctor and was surprised at finding myself in the Geriatric Medicine Building. He recommended, as he does for all “senior” individuals, that I exercise, and now I do it regularly at least 4 times per week. Truth be told, I feel more attentive and even smarter if I do it before going to work.

Exercise makes us feel better physically and mentally, especially as we get older. In 1 study, the benefits of exercise were not affected by socioeconomic factors, presence of disease, body mass index, smoking, cohabitation, or disability and had clear benefits in elderly subjects compared with those who did not exercise. Cohabitation may be a stressful situation, and it has been shown that animals that are exercised regularly are better at living with other animals than those who are not. Although there are no human data to support similar benefits, it seems logical that we, too, would benefit in this regard. It is encouraging that one does not need to exercise strenuously to improve the brain. In older individuals, even light activities such as walking around the block, gardening, and cleaning are mentally beneficial. So perhaps there is some truth when people say that walking helps “clear their heads.” Walking and staying active are said to change the dynamics of aging and to delay the onset of dementia by about 5–10 years. Weight-lifting, even light weights, has been shown by functional MR imaging to increase brain cortical activation.

A recent article in *Nature* explains that exercise induces the process of autophagy. Autophagy is a lysosomal function that permits cells to recycle waste products and contributes to organelle and protein quality control. Autophagy protects not only against neurodegeneration but also against cancer, infections, aging, and insulin resistance. In lay language, cells become full of trash; and unless autophagy is turned on, they clog up and die. The contrary may also be true: If autophagy systems are genetically abnormal, no amount of exercise will improve one’s health. In addition to exercise, starvation turns on this process and it is well-known that starved animals live longer. Lack of exercise may lead to obesity and result in development of adult-onset diabetes. In animals, only a significant amount of exercise will result in autophagy conferring a protective effect from developing diabetes. Diabetes is well-known to slow down the brain and lead to mental decline. This is particularly true if its onset occurs before 65 years of age, the disease duration is more than 10 years, it is the insulin-dependent type, and cerebral vascular complications (leading to stroke) are present. Exercise and good diet are the 2 best ways to prevent obesity and diabetes.

Obesity affects the brain in many ways, even during infancy and teenage years. Obesity leads to faster bone and sexual maturation in both sexes, and its effects on brain maturation were recently studied. During healthy adolescence, there is considerable synaptic pruning and increased myelination, particularly in the frontal and parietal lobes. Obese teenagers show abnormalities in white matter, particularly affecting the orbitofrontal regions. This translates into lower brain volumes in those areas, behavioral disinhibition, and lower performance on cognitive tests independent of the presence of diabetes. It is intriguing that at least some types of fat may be disposed of in the absence of exercise. A study shows that in response to cold, brain activity increases and this leads to activation and usage of brown fat to maintain corporal thermogenesis. Because brown fat is available only in small volumes in only some parts of the body, even using it all up does not result in a significant weight loss nor does it protect from diabetes.

Muscles and brain power are generally not believed to go hand-in-hand, but the truth is that they do. Aerobics and running do great things for the brain. Weight-lifting increases the amount of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which sparks neurogenesis. The need to make split-second decisions during sports extends to everyday activities in most athletes. Also, exercise increases cerebral blood flow. In a study done by my colleagues here at the University of North Carolina, aerobic activity in elderly subjects was associated with lower arterial tortuosity and an increased number of small vessels, leading them to conclude that exercise may contribute to healthy brain aging.

Human adult neurogenesis occurs in the dentate nucleus of the hippocampus, the subventricular zone, and the olfactory bulb and possibly also in the neocortex, striatum, amygdala, and substantia nigra. It is thought that as we age we produce fewer new cells in the hippocampi and that this contributes to cognitive decline. Experiments in elderly animals have shown that running increases hippocampal neurogenesis, which, in turn, is capable of reversing even fixed neurologic deficits that were present before exercising began. These authors concluded that voluntary exercise ameliorates some of the deleterious effects of aging. Not only does exercise foster hippocampal neurogenesis but increased local production of BDNF supports growth, development, maintenance, and survival of neurons there. Similar to a previously mentioned article, better arteries were found in the hippocampi of elderly humans who exercise, and animals forced to run demonstrated remarkable hippocampal angiogenesis in response to physical exercise. MR imaging–generated maps of cerebral blood volume show increased perfusion to the hippocampi of humans who exercise, a finding opposite to that seen in patients with Alzheimer disease. Many fitness centers now offer aerobics for the elderly in programs called “elderobics,” with the idea of promoting all of the above-mentioned benefits.

While exercising can improve your brain’s performance, just thinking about muscle training can result in increased physical strength. In a fascinating study, subjects performing mental training of their hip flexors increased their strength by 24% compared with the 28% gained by actual exercise.
Finnish individuals exercise at least once per week. Asian citizens exercising regularly. In contrast, 75% of Swedish and United States; but in Europe, only 40% of individuals exercise on physical activity per day. Exercise by itself may not be enough to prevent mental deterioration because other factors such as smoking, hypertension, diabetes, obesity, low levels of education, and diet also play an important role.

In Part 1 of “Boosting Your Brain,” I mentioned sex. In this regard, sex offers 2 benefits: exercise and a naturally rewarding activity, both of which have direct positive effects on the brain (at least studies in rats prove these benefits, and it is reasonable to believe that they extend to us humans). Conversely, negative stress suppresses adult neurogenesis. Rats that had daily sex for only 14 days showed new hippocampal neurons. Frequent sex induced continuous neuronal growth as well as growth of dendrites.

If exercising routinely is hard, just try dieting. The types of diet that exist are simply too many to consider here and are confusing (and outright bizarre, too; for example: the alkaline diet, lemonade diet, banana diet, and the purple food one). We confusing (and outright bizarre, too; for example: the alkaline diet, lemonade diet, banana diet, and the purple food one). We.

Antioxidants appear to directly benefit memory and are found mainly in flavonoids, which interact with BDNF and improve long-term potentiation. Like ginkgo biloba (see Part 1), flavonoids increase cerebral perfusion. Grapes, tea, cocoa, and blueberries are good for the mind. Ingesting glucose is also great, but only in moderate amounts; excessive glucose ingestion impairs brain function. Diets rich in fat also impair memory and affect the integrity of dendrites in the hippocampus. It has been postulated that fats promote an early onset of Alzheimer disease, whereas some types of fats, such as those found in fish oils, conversely may help prevent dementia. As mentioned before, starvation is good for the brain, whereas high-calorie diets promote neuronal dysfunction and degeneration.

Recent data indicate that physical inactivity is linked to 21% of Alzheimer cases in the United States and 13% worldwide. These numbers speak badly of our lifestyle here in the United States; but in Europe, only 40% of individuals exercise once a week and countries where citizens exercise the least often are Bulgaria, Greece, and Italy, with only 3% of their citizens exercising regularly. In contrast, 75% of Swedish and Finnish individuals exercise at least once per week. Asian countries also need their populations to exercise more; the Taiwanese are probably the least physically active in the entire world.

Because many people exercise and then go to work and sit down all day long, most benefits from their initial physical activity will be cancelled out. Recent information indicates that regardless of exercising, if one sits more than 10 hours per day (typical for American adults), there is a 15% greater risk of dying in the following 3 years. This important observation makes one realize that after exercising, the rest of day needs to be filled with physical activities and not sedentary ones to preserve the benefits of the initial workout.

If you want to start exercising, experts tell you the following: keep it simple, 1 goal at a time and preferably a measurable one; develop motivation (as if keeping your mind sharp was not enough!); and report your progress to someone. Just think about this: If I was able to start doing it, so should you!
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